
Sets: 2  Reps: 10
Roll the putty into a log.
Pinch your thumb and index finger into the putty log.
Then pinch your thumb and long finger.
Then pinch your thumb and ring finger.
Finally pinch your thumb and small finger.
Repeat the entire sequence.

Sets: 2  Reps: 10
Hold the putty.
Pinch your thumb and index fingers together into the
putty.
Repeat with your thumb and long finger, then your thumb
and ring finger, then your thumb and small finger.

Notes :
Finger and Thumb opposition refers to the ability to move your thumb and fingers and be able to touch each other. This is an incredibly
important fine motor skill, as it allows you to grasp and use tools and objects efficiently by rotating your thumb so it can touch the
fingertips.

The Physio Store website does not provide medical or physiotherapy advice of any kind. All content on The Physio Store website including
text, images, video, graphics, documents and other information, whether provided by The Physio Store or by its staff (under "Ask a
Physio"), does not constitute medical advice of any kind, and is not intended to be, and should not be, used to diagnose or identify
treatment for a medical condition and may not be relied upon by you as medical or health care advice. You are advised to always seek the
advice of a physician and/or qualified physiotherapist or other health practitioner in your area BEFORE taking any action, ordering or
starting to use any product or exercises from The Physio Store website. The Physio Store is not responsible or liable for any failure to follow
the foregoing advice.

1  Putty Roll and Pinch

2  Putty: opposition
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Sets: 1  Reps: 10
Embed some marbles in your putty.
Find the marbles and retrieve them, cleaning off any
putty that sticks to them.
You can use buttons or coins or other objects instead of
marbles.

Sets: 2  Reps: 10
Place the putty on the table.
Pinch the putty using the thumb, index and long finger.

Sets: 2  Reps: 10
Place the putty on the table.
Pinch the putty between the thumb and the side of your
index finger.

3  Putty: find marbles in it

4  Putty: 3 point pinch

5  Putty: key pinch
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Notes :
Finger and Thumb opposition refers to the ability to move your thumb and fingers and be able to touch each other. This is an incredibly
important fine motor skill, as it allows you to grasp and use tools and objects efficiently by rotating your thumb so it can touch the
fingertips.

The Physio Store website does not provide medical or physiotherapy advice of any kind. All content on The Physio Store website including
text, images, video, graphics, documents and other information, whether provided by The Physio Store or by its staff (under "Ask a
Physio"), does not constitute medical advice of any kind, and is not intended to be, and should not be, used to diagnose or identify
treatment for a medical condition and may not be relied upon by you as medical or health care advice. You are advised to always seek the
advice of a physician and/or qualified physiotherapist or other health practitioner in your area BEFORE taking any action, ordering or
starting to use any product or exercises from The Physio Store website. The Physio Store is not responsible or liable for any failure to follow
the foregoing advice.

 Date

1  Putty Roll and Pinch Sets: 2  Reps: 10

2  Putty: opposition Sets: 2  Reps: 10

3  Putty: find marbles in it Sets: 1  Reps: 10

4  Putty: 3 point pinch Sets: 2  Reps: 10

5  Putty: key pinch Sets: 2  Reps: 10
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